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Abstract
Dark social media has been described as a home base for extremists and a breeding ground
for dark participation. Beyond the description of single cases, it often remains unclear what
exactly is meant by dark social media and which opportunity structures for extremism
emerge on these applications. The current paper contributes to filling this gap. We present a
theoretical framework conceptualizing dark social media as opportunity structures shaped
by (a) regulation on the macro-level; (b) different genres and types of (dark) social media as
influence factors on the meso level; and (c) individual attitudes, salient norms, and technological affordances on the micro-level. The results of a platform analysis and a scoping review identified meaningful differences between dark social media of different types. Particularly social counter-media and fringe communities positioned themselves as “safe havens”
for dark participation, indicating a high tolerance for accordant content. This makes them a
fertile ground for those spreading extremist worldviews, consuming such content, or engaging in dark participation. Context-bound alternative social media were comparable to mainstream social media but oriented towards different legal spaces and were more intertwined
with governments in China and Russia. Private-first channels such as Instant messengers
were rooted in private communication. Yet, particularly Telegram also included far-reaching
public communication formats and optimal opportunities for the convergence of mass,
group, and interpersonal communication. Overall, we show that a closer examination of different types and genres of social media provides a more nuanced understanding of shifting
opportunity structures for extremism in the digital realm.
Keywords. dark participation, dark social media, extremism, platform analysis, platform regulation, opportunity structures, scoping review, theory of planned behaviour
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Introduction

Social media have become intertwined with our everyday lives. In the wake of measures to
combat the COVID-19 pandemic since 2020, such as home-schooling or lockdowns, the use
of social media has once again increased sharply (Newman et al. 2021). In Germany, the context of the current study, around 91 per cent of 14–29-year-olds use social media at least
from time to time (Beisch & Koch 2021).
Social media offer new opportunity structures for “light,” democratic participation, but also
for “dark participation,” the misuse of digital communication technologies for manipulative
purposes (Quandt 2018), for instance through extremists (Rieger et al. 2020). Following increased pressure by civil society and policymakers, major social media concerns such as
Google, Meta, or Twitter are increasingly acting against extremist content. At the same time,
so-called dark social media such as the far-right Twitter alternative Gab or the YouTube competitor Bitchute as well as hate-filled imageboards such as 8kun are flourishing (Baele et al.
2020; Chandrasekharan et al. 2017; Rogers 2020).
Dark social media has been described as a home base for extremists and a breeding ground
for propaganda, hate speech, and conspiracy theories. For example, the far-right terrorist
who killed 51 mosque visitors in Christchurch in 2019 previously posted a statement on the
imageboard 4Chan (Comerford 2021). Further, since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, conspiracy theories have become increasingly popular on Telegram (Hoseini et al.
2021), an instant messenger that is also popular with Islamist extremists (Bloom et al. 2019).
Beyond the description of single cases, it often remains unclear what exactly is meant by
dark social media, what types of dark social media exist, how frequent dark participation is
on which type of (dark) social media, and what implications the surge of dark social has for
extremism and thus for extremism prevention. The current paper contributes to filling this
gap. With the help of a detailed platform analysis, as well as a scoping review on extremism
and (dark) social media, we examine dark social media as opportunity structures for extremism.
The paper complements and deepens a previously published German-language CoRE-NRW
Expert Report on this topic (Frischlich et al. 2022). Both publications are situated in the same
theoretical background. However, while the CoRE-NRW Expert Report primarily addresses
the detailed results of the analyses and their implications for extremism prevention, the present research paper focuses primarily on the methodological aspects and presents the results of both analyses in an integrative manner along the lines of different types of dark social media. Consequentially, the paper seeks to answer the following overarching research
question: RQ 1: What opportunity structures for extremism emerge in different types of dark
social media?
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Extremism and Dark Participation

Extremists use social media in a variety of ways (for overviews, see Frischlich 2018; Rieger et
al. 2020): for example, to motivate their own group, for planning and coordination their activities, to recruit new followers, or to attack “the enemy,” for example by publishing personal data (doxxing) or spreading hate speech, and disinformation about others, events, and
institutions. This abuse of participatory online technologies by malicious actors with sinister
motives and despicable goals is also referred to as “dark participation” (Quandt 2018). Dark
participation such as the spreading of hate speech and conspiracy theories can have dire
consequences for individual and collective well-being (Quandt et al. 2022).
Extremism and dark participation are not the same: neither is all hate speech ideologically
motivated (Erjavec & Kovačič 2012), nor is every conspiracy theory wrong or anti-democratic
(Baden & Sharon 2021). However, conspiracy theories (Bartlett & Miller 2010; Rottweiler &
Gill, 2020; Schneider et al. 2019) and hate speech (Costello et al. 2020; Johnson et al. 2019)
are associated with extremist attitudes and they can serve extremist aims. The consumption
of hate speech promotes prejudice (Hsueh et al. 2015) and reduces helping behaviour
(Ziegele et al. 2018) towards minorities. The consumption of conspiracy theories promotes
distrust of societal institutions (van Prooijen et al. 2022) and the willingness to engage in
non-normative collective action including violence (Lamberty & Leiser 2019) while decreasing willingness to engage in political participation (Jolley & Douglas 2014). We thus use dark
participation to gauge the prevalence of extremism in digital spaces.
2.1

Dark Social Media as Opportunity Structures for Extremism

The concept of “opportunity structures” is used primarily in political science, where it describes the interplay of constraining and facilitating factors promoting respectively inhibiting
certain forms of behavior (Tarrow 1988). The flourishing of dark social media is influenced by
a variety of such factors that can be described on three interwoven levels: (1) Regulation of
and moderation on established social media as influence factors on the societal macro-level.
(2) Types and genres of social media with their specific self-positioning on the meso level of
distinct social media applications. (3) Attitudes, norms, and technical affordances shaping individual behavior on the micro-level. Notwithstanding, often the same structures that provide opportunities for democratic engagement can be abused for malicious means. Thus, although we focus on dark participation in this paper, this does not mean that there are no
positive opportunities emerging in digital media, nor that dark participation does overweight
other forms of engagement.
2.2

Regulation and Moderation as Influences on the Macro Level

In the last years, the pressure on major platform operators to remove extremist content has
grown. Frameworks such as the Christchurch Appeal, the European Digital Services Act, or
5
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the German Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG) all oblige tech companies to address extremism on their platforms. For instance, the German NetzDG, first implemented in October
2017, obliges platform operators to delete or block illegal content within 24 hours after it
has been reported (NetzDG 2017).
Since its implementation, the NetzDG has been the subject of intense debate and criticism.
For example, some critics note that the NetzDG only affects social media with more than two
million registered users in Germany. This allows smaller platforms to circumvent regulation.
Further, the responsibility for enforcing fundamental rights such as freedom of expression or
the protection of privacy is handed over to (mostly) US corporations. Criteria for content deletion are neither democratically agreed upon nor even transparently documented. Plus,
platforms could restrict the spectrum of what can be said as a precautionary measure to escape penalties (so-called overblocking). Finally, the NetzDG does already serve as a model for
authoritarian governments to act against unpopular critics, as media law professor Wolfgang
Schulz explained in an interview (Markert 2020).
Beyond content-removal, platform operators can also (permanently) block entire accounts
(so-called de-platforming) (e.g., Jhaver et al. 2021). De-platforming is also discussed very critically, and its effectiveness is evaluated differentially (Rogers 2020). On the one hand, removing influential extremists from a social medium does lead to a significant loss of digital
followers, as research on right-wing extremists (Jhaver et al. 2021; Rogers 2020; Wong 2018)
and Islamist extremists (Conway et al. 2019) shows. Even though blocked users often come
back under a new name, it takes time to regain the followers (Stern & Berger 2016). Especially when isolated communities that heavily rely on a single platform are banned, the disruptive effect can be large (Chandrasekharan et al. 2017).
On the other hand, de-platformed individuals can present themselves as victims of a digital
“witch hunt.” Moreover, most people nowadays rely on multiple digital communication
channels and simply shift their activities to other channels after a ban (Baele et al. 2020).
This works particularly well if the ban is announced in advance (Rogers 2020) and the respective actors can inform their followers about the new meeting spots. Thus, the flourishing of
dark social media is a sign of the success of regulatory efforts but also offers new opportunity structures for extremists.
2.3

Genres and Types of (Dark) Social Media as Influences on the Meso Level

“Social media” is an umbrella term for various applications that (a) are based on digitally networked technologies; (b) enable their users to create a profile within the system or make information accessible in this system; and (c) interact with other profiles or information providers and thus establish or maintain social relationships (Taddicken & Schmidt 2017). Social
media are very diverse and difficult to categorize into specific “genres,” in part because their
technological functions change rapidly (Taddicken & Schmidt 2017). Nevertheless, different
social media bundle different functionalities in a certain way, which does allow to broadly
6
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distinguish different genres. Building on Taddicken and Schmidt (2017) publication-oriented
social media, digital platforms, and chat-based social media can be distinguished. Although
single examples within these genres have similar technical functionalities, they do invite different usage routines and thus play a different role in the media diet of their users.
Publication-oriented social media. Publication-oriented social media, such as YouTube or
Twitter, focus on publishing own content and responding to the content of others. Whereas
in traditional outlets such as newspapers or television, editors and journalists serve as gatekeepers for the public sphere (e.g., Heinderyckx 2015; for an overview, see Shoemaker & Vos
2009), publication-oriented social media allow virtually anyone to broadcast their own content. The content is often (though not always) fully public and can be consumed without additional registration. Taddicken and Schmidt (2017) distinguish three subgenres: blogs; microblogging services (e.g., Twitter), and non-text-based formats (such as Soundcloud). In an
extension of their taxonomy, we further consider format-oriented publishing platforms such
as YouTube for videos or Instagram for images (and increasingly for short videos) and livestreaming platforms such as Twitch as genres of publication-oriented social media.
Digital platforms. Digital platforms are technical infrastructures that focus on networking
and communication (Taddicken & Schmidt 2017). Digital platforms can combine various
functions, such as an internal search, the uploading of images, texts, videos, streams and so
on, the discussion of these contents, and private chats. We consider two subgenres here (a)
social networking sites (e.g., Facebook) and (b) digital discussion platforms (e.g., Reddit). Social networking sites offer a vast number of communication channels, fostering the exchange
within users’ (digital) networks (Boyd & Ellison 2007; Ellison et al. 2009); while discussion
platforms allow for egalitarian exchange with all other users.
Chat-based social media. Chat-based social media focus on communication between individual users or a small number of users who are often known to each other. Taddicken and
Schmidt (2017) distinguish between instant messengers (e.g., WhatsApp) and video-based
systems (e.g., Zoom, Skype). In this study, we focused on instant messengers due to their
high popularity and their importance for extremist recruitment efforts. Furthermore, most
instant messengers do also entail a video chat function nowadays. We also include chat-oriented messengers namely Discord and Snapchat as these are popular among young media
users.
Types of dark social media. Beyond different genres, so-called “mainstream” social media
(such as Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube) can be distinguished from dark social media. Here,
we understand dark social media as offerings that differ from their mainstream counterparts
either (1) regarding the establishment of specific communication norms or (2) by the privacy
of the content. We suggest that different types of dark social media exist that can be broadly
described as either alternative social media or dark channels.
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We understand alternative social media as applications that position themselves as “correctives” to a hegemonically interpreted mainstream in a particular socio-cultural context offering a platform to those actors or positions that experience themselves as inadequately represented or marginalized within this mainstream. Thus, alternative social media are the platform counterpart to alternative news media (Holt et al. 2019). What is experienced as “alternative” or “mainstream” is heavily context dependent and different alternative social media
relate differentially to “mainstream” applications. At least three subtypes can be distinguished:
(1) Social counter-media. These types of alternative social media orient themselves in functionality or design towards specific mainstream offerings while positioning themselves as
a “safe haven” for content and people who feel ostracized or otherwise marginalized in
“mainstream” social media. Social counter-media are often a self-declared bastion of
“free speech” (like the concept of dark platforms in Zeng & Schäfer 2021). The microblogging service Gab, for example, is strongly oriented toward Twitter in terms of
functionality, but addresses an ideologically defined Christian fundamentalist, far-right
user base.
(2) Context-bound alternative social media also resemble the (among Western users) familiar social media in design and functionality. They do not position themselves as a “safe
haven” for deviant positions, but rather address the entire population. Context-bound
social media function as an alternative primarily through their orientation to their, often
non-U.S.-based, contexts of origin, where different legal frameworks apply. For example,
VKontakte serves as the Russian competitor for Facebook and declares to apply Russian
law.
(3) Finally, fringe communities are not about imitating mainstream social media or addressing a mainstream audience. Instead, they target specific subcultures (Phillips 2012). The
communication logic in fringe communities is very much shaped by the subcultures that
use it and accordingly it is often difficult to grasp for outsiders. Well-known fringe communities such as 4Chan are infamous for tolerating content and actors that have been or
would be banned from other platforms.
Dark social channels (Madrigal 2012) describes digital channels used for (rather) private
communication-such as messengers or closed group chats. Dark channels do not position
themselves as an alternative to mainstream social media, but as an alternative to face-toface communication or to writing letters. At least two forms can be distinguished: (1) private-first channels, such as instant messengers, which primarily served private communication. (2) private rooms, which are a part of larger social media (e.g., closed Facebook
groups).
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Behavior as a Function of Attitudes, Norms, and Affordances on the Micro-level

To understand how the use of certain (dark) social media might influence the behavior of users, we draw from the theory of planned behavior (for an overview, see Ajzen, 1991). The
theory of planned behavior assumes that human behavior is motivated by three factors: (a)
attitudes, particularly concrete behavior-related attitudes; (b) subjective norms regarding
the behavior; and (c) behavioral control. Together, they influence behavioral intentions.
Whether the behavior is then carried out is further shaped by behavioral control and the
concrete options in each moment. If a social medium has no livestream function, nothing
can be streamed. All three components can be applied to the context of (dark) social media.
The first thing influenced by users’ attitudes is their choice of a given (social) medium. We
live in ‘high-choice’ media system that allows users to easily select applications and contents
following their preferences (Van Aelst et al. 2017). People make media choices partially habitually but also because they expect certain benefits, so-called gratifications, from it (Uses
and Gratifications Theory, Katz et al. 1973). One of these gratifications is the confirmation of
one’s worldview as people generally prefer content and communities that validate their
worldview over those who challenge them (selective exposure, Fischer & Greitemeyer 2010;
Stroud 2010). Hence, the self-positioning of a (dark) social medium likely influences the audiences it attracts.
Whether a certain behavior is executed depends on the subjective norms in each situation.
Two types of norms can be distinguished: (1) injunctive norms describing how one should behave and (2) descriptive norms that result from observing the behavior of relevant others,
i.e., how people actually behave (Deutsch & Gerard 1955; Rivis & Sheeran 2003). Descriptive
norms often have a substantially stronger influence on behavior (Manning 2009). In social
media, injunctive norms are likely derived from legal regulations (e.g., the German NetzDG)
as well as the respective “house rules,” such as the netiquette or general terms of services
(ToS), while descriptive norms are inducted from the behavior of other users.
Different norms can be salient and guide peoples’ behavior (Cialdini et al. 1990). One factor
that influences the salience of norms is one’s anonymity. The Social-Identity Deindividuation
Effects (SIDE) Model (Postmes et al. 1998) suggests that if personal characteristics, such as
one’s appearance or one’s real name, are not recognizable, personal norms become less salient and the norms and identities of the community and context become more salient (deindividuation). Thus, under conditions of deindividuation, the norms of the community become particularly influential and it’s likely that users orient more strongly on the behavior of
other users.
Finally, behavior requires behavioral control, i.e., the opportunity for execution. Thus, the
technical affordances of social media must be considered. The concept of affordances originally described the perceived environment and its usability, originally for example the food
supply for an animal in its ecological niche (Gibson 1979). The concept of technical
9
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affordances carries this idea further. Technological affordances are (1) based on technological functions, (2) influenced by the use of technology, and (3) can be used in different ways
(Evans et al. 2017). For example, anonymity can provide protection from persecution by authoritarian states but also from legitimate law enforcement, a live stream can document human rights violations or serve propagandist means.
A first attempt to systematize technological affordances relevant for radicalization in online
environments has been provided by Schulze et al. (in print). First, they name affordances
that could promote (unintentional) confrontation with extremist content. These are (1) algorithmic recommendation systems that can be used by extremists (e.g., via hashtag hijacking) to spread their content (Miller-Idriss 2020; Schmitt et al. 2018) or enforce radical
worldviews. For example, consuming an extremist video on YouTube can encourage the recommendation of further extremist material (Faddoul et al. 2020; O’Callaghan et al. 2015). (2)
The dialogue culture, i.e., whether a social medium encourages exchange with known versus
unknown persons (Costello et al. 2016). We suggest to also add (3) targeting, i.e., the possibility for content producers to send their content only to people who search for certain keywords or who belong to certain groups or have certain interests (e.g., men, 16–24, who are
interested in violence). Targeting is usually related to a platforms business model and thus
offered mostly in the context of advertisement.
Second, certain affordances shape communication and thus also the relationships that can
be formed with extremists. These affordances include (4) subjectively significant parasocial
relationships (Horton & Wohl 1956) with extremist influencers, that might arise through repeated engagement with an official profile or the host of a channel. Although parasocial interactions do not entail “real” interactivity, they can foster feelings of safety and friendship
(for an overview, see Brown 2021) and motivate purchase decisions (Breves et al. 2021). Further (5) the design of group communication (e.g., whether groups have separate group
chats, are presented on ones’ digital profile and so on) can be more or less suitable to motivate the fusion of one’s own identity with the extremist identity during a radicalization process (Hamid et al. 2019; Swann et al. 2014). Partially related, we suggest to also add (6) symbolic self-presentation opportunities to the list (e.g., profile pictures, nicknames). Expressing
extremist identities can help to attract the attention of like-minded others (Bloom et al.
2017) and make the respective (extremist) group-identity (and its norms) more salient.
Finally, Schulze et al. (in press) highlight the need to consider affordances that influence the
situational salience of different norms: (7) the level of anonymity respectively pseudonymity
according to the principles of the SIDE model (Postmes et al. 1998), and (8) community management to deal with dark participation. Most plausible, it also plays a role whether a social
medium cooperates with security agencies. Overarchingly, technical affordances are influenced by the specific genre of the social medium: instant messengers typically bundle different affordances than publication-oriented platforms.
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Methods

We conducted two studies to examine the new opportunity structures emerging on different
types and genres of dark social media: A comprehensive platform analysis and a scoping review on extremism, dark participation, and (dark) social media covering the published literature in German and English. In the following, we describe the data basis and methodological
approaches of both studies in detail before discussing their results jointly for the different
types of dark social media. For detailed insights into the individual studies, please refer to
the (German) CoRE-NRW Expert Report (Frischlich et al. 2022) or contact the authors.
3.1

Study 1: Platform analysis

Methodological approach. We conducted a qualitative content analysis according to Mayring (Mayring & Fenzl 2014). Qualitative content analysis is a standard method in communication science (Brosius et al. 2016). During the analysis, pre-defined features of the object of
interest (e.g., sentences, social media posts) are assigned to specific categories following
pre-defined rules. Mayring’s method is a strictly rule-based, intersubjectively verifiable procedure that can employ different approaches. Here, we choose a summarizing approach during which the material is reduced in an iterative manner allowing categories to emerge from
the material.
First, we conducted four unstructured descriptions (one by each coder) of Telegram as well
as an ethnographic review by the last author of Facebook. Based on the descriptions and the
theoretical framework guiding this work, we developed our initial category system. Afterwards, all coders coded the messaging app Signal to determine intersubjective agreement.
Disagreements were resolved in a coding conference and informed the revision of the category system. Two student coders coded all platforms using the revised category system. If
new technical functions were identified (e.g., self-deleting messages), we integrated them
into the category system and ensured that all platforms were recoded if neccessary. Additionally, we researched relevant facts (e.g., reach, operators, date of foundation) about the
different platforms through studying the platforms’ self-descriptions and (if available) their
terms of service, respectively their “netiquette” or frequently asked questions. We used the
online application Similarweb that provides estimated traffic statistics to gauge the reach of
each of platform. Similarweb provided us with (1) global website traffic for covering the period from October to December 2020, and (2) German app traffic data for September 2021.
Data base. We identified social media based on the academic literature (e.g., Zannettou,
Caulfield et al. 2018; Zeng & Schäfer 2021), reports from civil society institutions (Clifford
2018; Guhl et al. 2018; Guhl & Davey 2020) and media reports (Manakas 2021). We selected
dark social media used by extremists, as well as mainstream social media covering different
genres. In total, N = 19 platforms were selected for analysis (see Table 1). In the following,
we focus primarily on dark social media. For detailed insights into functional differences between dark and mainstream social media, see Frischlich et al. (2022).
11
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During coding, we first installed the respective app and created a user account. To protect
the coders, we used anonymous accounts (i.e., a business phone number and a neutral email address). To make the research context salient, we always used a variation of our initials followed by “researcher” as usernames (e.g., “xy.researcher”). Before the actual coding,
the coders familiarized themselves with the respective social medium and studied the ToS.
We tested all technical functions such as joining groups, chats, etc. but we did not directly
interact with other users.
Table 1: Analysed social media.

Genre

Subgenre

Mainstream Social
Media

Dark Social Media

Publication-oriented
social media

Microblogging

Twitter

Gab

Format-oriented
publication platforms

Instagram, YouTube

BitChute, TikTok

Live streaming

Twitch

DLive

Digital platform

Discussion platform

Reddit

4Chan, 8kun

Chat-oriented

Instant messenger

WhatsApp

Telegram, Signal,
Threema

Chat-oriented messenger

Discord, Snapchat

Category system. The final category system included15 categories and 106 subcategories.
The complete category system can be accessed in German via the Open Science Framework
https://osf.io/x9sye/. Regarding confrontation with (potentially extremist) content, the following affordances were coded: (1) Algorithmic recommendation of content and contacts.
(2) Search function and (3) topic organization (such as use of hashtags). In addition, (4) monetization options and targeting of specific audiences were measured. Furthermore, (5) the
variety of communication channels (such as the possibility to upload own content, the availability of groups and chats) and the (6) availability of symbolic communication (emojis) and
(7) options for symbolic self-expression (e.g., profile pictures, nicknames) were coded.
The options for uploading specific content (such as images, livestreams, etc.) were also
mapped in detail. To consider the different levels of communication and relationships, upload options were coded separately for (8) profile owners, (9) chats, (10) groups and (11)
from the perspective of the users. Further, we recorded whether (12) the platform favors influencers by prominently highlighting some accounts (such as verified Twitter accounts).
Regarding technological affordances that might influence the salience of certain norms we
studied the platforms’ own rules (e.g., netiquette, ToS, FAQs). We distinguished two types of
anonymity: (13) “true” anonymity vis-à-vis the platform, for example through the possibility
12
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of using the content without registering or by registering via email alone. (14) Pseudonymity
on the platform itself, by the extent of social information that is visible on the platform (e.g.,
Facebook friends), geographic location, or the use of pseudonyms versus phone numbers.
Finally, we coded (15) the implementation of injunctive norms by the presence of a netiquette and whether the platform claimed to cooperate with law enforcement.
3.2

Study 2: Scoping Review

Methodological approach. We conducted a scoping review to map the research field (Munn
et al. 2018; Teare & Taks 2020). Scoping reviews are particularly useful for capturing the
state of research in complex and interdisciplinary research fields (Schindler & Domahidi
2021). For example, to describe the state-of-evidence in a research field, map typical methods, or to identify research gaps (Munn et al. 2018).
Based on the research question, we first determined inclusion and exclusion criteria for the
literature selection. The brand names of social media of different genres and types served as
key terms, complemented by synonyms for dark social media. Boolean operators were used
to search for texts in which these keywords were used in combination with different types of
extremism (e.g., right-wing extremists*, left-wing extremists*, conspiracy theorists*, Islamists*, etc.) or dark participation (e.g., hate speech, conspiracy theories, extremism, etc.) or
measures against dark participation (e.g., de-platforming, platform migration). In addition,
we searched for links between extremists, dark participation, or measures against either of
the two using various forms of digital participation (e.g., memes, instant messaging) and theoretically relevant concepts (e.g., affordances). Table 2 provides an overview of the search
terms and linking logic.
We included scientific literature from various disciplines (e.g., communication science, computer science, IT security, pedagogy, political science, law, sociology), as well as so-called
gray literature, such as reports from public authorities and NGOs. It should be noted that
due to the duration of the project, no unpublished literature could be included. Although we
did include pre-prints that have not yet been formally reviewed, a bias of the findings due to
the so-called publication bias (the lower probability that null findings are published) cannot
be ruled out (Kicinski et al. 2015; Sutton 2000).
We used two curated academic databases (Academic Research Ultimo; Media & Communications), a broad academic database (Google Scholar), and a project database on the topics of
democratic resilience, online propaganda, fake news, fear and hate speech curated by the
first author. Since the order of search results, especially on Google, can differ depending on
the person searching (Emmer & Strippel 2015), we always reviewed the first 50 hits. If relevant texts were identified, the search was continued until at least 20 hits contained no new
or matching articles (“theoretical saturation”). We cleaned the database by excluding articles
that dealt with unrelated topics (e.g., “Telegram for digital learning”), project announcements, job advertisements and PR materials, blog posts, or the like and removed duplicates.
13
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Table 2: Search keywords and logic of the Scoping Reviews.

One of the terms

AND on of these terms

Platform OR

Participation

Ideologies OR

Content OR

Processes

4Chan
8Chan
8kun
Alternative Media
BitChute
Chan
Dark Platform*
Dark social media
[Dunkle Soziale Medien]
Discord
DLive
Facebook
Gap
Instagram
Parler
Reddit
Snapchat
Social Media [Soziale
Medien]
Social Networks [Soziale Netzwerke]
Socio-technological
systems [Sozio-technische Systeme]
Technological affordances [Technische
Affordanzen]
Telegram
TikTok
Twitch
VKontakte
WhatsApp
YouTube

Instant
Messaging
Images
Meme*
Post*
Viral Content
Videos

Conspiracy believers
[Verschwörungstheoretik*]
Far-right
Far-left
Islamic fundamentalism
Islamist*
Left-wing extrem*
[Linksextrem*]
QANON
Querdenk*
Right-wing extrem*[
Rechtsextrem*]
White Supremac*

Conspiracy theories
[Verschwörungs*]
Dangerous
speech
Extreme*
Extremis*
Extremist propaganda [Extremistische Propaganda]
Hate speech
Radical

De-platforming
Extremism
Prevention
[Prävention]
Plattform Migration

Notes. German search terms are provided in bracelets. Both German and English terms were used.

Data basis. Based on this procedure, N = 142 texts could be identified for the analysis. The
majority originated from scientific sources, while just under one-fifth were grey literature.
Nine out of ten scientific sources were published in English. (Dark) social media and
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extremism is investigated in different fields but particularly in the social science (e.g., communication and criminology) and in the information sciences. Only three works could be
traced back to other disciplines (business administration, mathematics, philosophy). The oldest text was published in the early days of digital media (Pfeiffer 2002) but did not deal with
dark social media directly. Most publications date back to the years around the beginning of
the second decade of the 21st century. Especially since 2019, dark social media raises increased interest.
Half of all texts reported content analyses, whereas studies using human subjects were seldom. In the following, we rely on the content analytical work to estimate the prevalence of
dark participation. Both qualitative and quantitative as well as manual and computational
content analyses were included. In the following, we present the combined findings of both
studies in an integrated manner using different types of dark social media. For more detailed
results on the individual studies, please refer to the Expert Report (Frischlich et al. 2022).
4

Results

4.1

Social Counter-Media

We examined three social counter-media: The microblogging service Gab, which mimics
Twitter, the video streaming platform Bitchute, resembling YouTube, and the gaming-oriented livestreaming platform DLive, which mimics Twitch. Bitchute claims to use a decentralized system to serve videos to its users, which is based on WebTorrent, a peer-to-peer
streaming client. Thereby, Bitchute promises users that de-platforming would be impossible,
as no central actor has full control over the videos on the platform. Yet, the use of WebTorrent is disputed and as of 2021 this feature appears to have been deprecated1. However,
DLive still uses blockchain for its donation systems, so users can monetize their content without using central actors like PayPal. Gab described itself as a “social network that promotes
free expression, individual freedom and the free flow of information on the Internet” (via
DuckDuckGo, August 21, 2021). BitChute stated that they would provide creators “with a
service to unfold and freely express their ideas” (via DuckDuckgo.com, September 14, 2021).
DLive described itself as a “live streaming community on the blockchain” and advertised
“great games” (via DuckDuckGo, August 27, 2021).
Compared to mainstream social media of the same genre, social counter-media were not
very successful as judged by the Similarweb statistics. In 2020, Gab had 1.82 million monthly
users worldwide, compared to 901.80 million Twitter users. The difference is similar for
Bitchute versus YouTube, even if videostreaming platforms generally outperformed

1

For an examination of the decentralization claims, see https://www.dailydot.com/upstream/bitchute-decentralization-claims/, https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2021/04/conspiracy-theorist-said-deaththreats-were-jokes-but-jury-didnt-buy-it/
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microblogging services. Globally, 161.58 times more people use YouTube (1.96 billion) than
Bitchute (12.13 million). DLive reached only a minority. While a stunning 1.08 billion people
worldwide used Twitch monthly, only 6,224 turned to DLive during the same period.
The three social counter-media differed in their injunctive norms. Gab did neither provide a
netiquette nor state that it would cooperate with state authorities. In response to a subpoena from the U.S. Congress investigating the storming of the U.S. Capitol on January 6,
2021, the platform reportedly refused to cooperate, stating that it would not track content
or investigate users (Kimball 2021). Bitchute demanded its users to refrain from discrimination based on ethnicity, gender, religion, politics, and the like and maintained a list of
banned accounts. However, only three organizations were named on that list by January
2022. Finally, DLive called on its users to treat each other with respect in its ToS and states
that it can remove content from its platform, ban users, or terminate accounts permanently.
On all three platforms, the true anonymity of the users vis-à-vis the platform and the pseudonymity on the platform itself was high. An email address was sufficient for registration,
and self-portrayal took place with the help of a freely chosen nickname and profile picture.
According to the SIDE model described above (Postmes et al. 1998), social counter-media
thus allowed for deindividuation which makes it likely that the descriptive norms on the platform are particularly salient and influential on users’ behavior.
To depict these descriptive norms, we reviewed the literature identified in the scoping review. These studies showed that social counter-media allowed for high levels of dark participation. In Gab’s case, this was mainly due to right-wing extremist content (Jasser et al. 2021;
Lima et al., 2018; Woolley et al., 2019) and conspiracy theories (Zeng & Schäfer 2021). Further, the amount of hate speech on Gab was higher than on Twitter (Zannettou, Bradlyn et
al. 2018) and the level of hate seemed to be growing (Mathew, Illendula et al., 2019), likely
because hateful postings were rewarded by other users. Accounts that frequently posted
hate speech were more interconnected and had a higher reach than accounts that did not
“deliver” such content (Mathew, Dutt et al. 2019). For BitChute, the proportion of Hate
Speech even exceeded that observed for Gab in a comparative study (Trujillo et al. 2020).
Moreover, only a small fraction of videos elicited user responses and almost all of them were
hateful or conspiracy theorist. We did not find empirical work on DLive2.
In terms of technological affordances, all three social counter-media were publication-oriented formats. Accordingly, the main functions provided were for publishing one’s own content and reacting to the content of others. Users saw content that was uploaded by accounts
they followed, that they searched for, or that was recommended to them algorithmically.

2

But shortly after the data collection, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue published a report on DLive that can
be downloaded under the following link: https://www.isdglobal.org/isd-publications/gaming-and-extremism-the-extreme-right-on-dlive/
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Publication-oriented platforms fostered parasocial relationships with content providers but
also allowed for exchange with unknown others for instance through commenting on certain
posts or using certain hashtags. There were no pronounced group spaces. None of the social
counter-media offered targeting. However, Gab planned options for advertisers, which, according to the platform, were intended to help freeing Gab from the “globalist system of enslavement, degeneration, and destruction” (Torba 2021).
Taken together, social counter-media offered new opportunity structures for the dissemination of extremist propaganda, conspiracy theories, and hate speech, as well as for the consumption or redistribution of corresponding content (dark reception, so to speak). Due to
the high level of pseudonymity, conformity to descriptive norms on the platform was likely
and due to the low reach, the NetzDG did not exert any moderation pressure. This might explain why an initial study shows that dark participation on these platforms is increasing over
time (Mathew, Illendula et al. 2019).
4.2

Context-bound Alternative Social Media

Context-bound alternative social media resemble more prominent social media in the West
in terms of their design and functionality. They do not position themselves as a “safe haven”
for deviant positions, but rather address the entire population of their respective country of
origin and beyond. We categorize them as alternative primarily through their orientation to
specific, often non-U.S.-based, contexts of origin. In this study, two services were examined
in greater detail: The social networking site VKontakte, which was founded in Russia and is
replacing Facebook there, and the short-video platform TikTok from China, which enjoys
great popularity especially among children and young people in Germany (Rathgeb & Schmid
2020) and is rapidly becoming a mainstream social medium across the world.
Context-bound alternative social media reach much more people than social counter-media,
though still substantially less than the more prominent US-based applications. In 2020,
VKontakte had 128.3 million monthly users following similarweb, 15-times less than Facebook’s two billion. TikTok reached an impressive 1.01 billion users worldwide placing it between Facebook and YouTube, each with almost twice as many users, and Twitter with
slightly less than one billion monthly users. Both context-bound alternative social media emphasized reach and functionality in their self-description, TikTok, for example, pronounced
that their users can “watch and discover millions of personalized short videos” (via DuckDuckGo, August 24, 2021). VKontakte claims that it connects “millions of people” (via
play.google.de, October 1, 2021). Both platforms are subject to the NetzDG in Germany.
Proclaimed injunctive norms were comparable to those of the well-known U.S. offerings. Extremism and terrorism are prohibited in both community standards. However, VKontakte explicitly refers to the Russian regulatory authorities, while TikTok states separate responsibilities for users in the US, UK, and EU vs. the rest of the world. Notable, TikTok has been
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criticized obeying Chinese censorship also for Western audiences (for a media report, see
Hern 2019).
Like Facebook, VKontakte requires a relatively large amount of personal data, including a
phone number, a name, gender, and date of birth (even though the information is not necessarily verified). An email address is sufficient for using TikTok. Both platforms offer various
options for self-expression, for example via nicknames and profile pictures, including the display of one’s network of contacts on the platform (VKontakte) or the charitable organizations one supports (TikTok). Typical for TikTok are videos in which the user dances, sings, or
otherwise performs. Consequently, it is likely that users’ personal identity comparably salient on both platforms, increasing the likelihood that personal values and norms influence
one’s behavior (as opposed to a more deindividuated state in anonymous contexts).
Regarding descriptive norms, the (few) available studies on VKontakte show that the relation
to the Russian legal space must be considered. According to media reports, VKontakte has
recently been headed by a confidant of Russian president Putin (AFG & ARG 2021). To date,
social movements positioning themselves against the Russian state have also found an important tool on the platform (Poupin 2021), and action has been taken against Russian ultranationalists through the platform (Kashpur et al. 2020). At the same time, VKontakte also
provided a platform for extremist actors (Myagkov, Chudinov et al. 2020; Myagkov, Shchekotin et al. 2020). TikTok’s parent company, ByteDance, also has ties to state institutions.
Following news coverage, the Chinese government has held a stake in the company since
April 2021 (Lang, 2021). Initial studies report extremist and hateful content on TikTok too
(O’Connor, 2021; Weimann & Masri, 2020). Yet, comparative analyses of the prevalence of
dark participation versus other content or other social media could not be identified. Clearly,
dark participation is found on all major social media (for instance, on YouTube (e.g., O’Callaghan et al. 2013; Rauchfleisch & Kaiser 2020), Facebook (Farkas et al. 2018; S. Kim & Kim,
2021; Scrivens & Amarasingam 2020), Instagram (Bouko et al. 2021; Frischlich 2021), Twitter
(Al-Rawi & Groshek 2018; Berger 2016; Bhat & Klein 2020). Thus, differences to contextbound alternative social media are not clear.
In terms of technological affordances, context-bound alternative social media did not differ
from well-known mainstream social media. Content is shown based on the social network of
followed accounts or algorithmically. Searching by keyword is also possible. TikTok influencers play an important role, especially among children and young people. Successful profiles
can reach millions (Eisenbrand 2021). Users can also get in touch with unknown people. Both
plattforms enable targeting. In sum, context-bound alternative social media offered similar
opportunity structures as U.S.-based platforms but had closer links to governments.
4.3

Fringe Communities

We examined two image boards as cases for fringe communities: 4Chan and 8kun. 4Chan
was founded in 2003 and has hardly changed its design since then. 8kun was founded in
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2019 as a successor to 8Chan. 8Chan had gained global attention after the far-right terrorist
who targeted and killed Muslims attending a religious service in Christchurch, New Zealand,
posted his claim of responsibility there before he live-streamed the attack. An evaluation of
the discussion around the attack showed that the proportion of pro-violence content on
4Chan was lower than on 8Kun, with most explicitly pro-violence content on the even
smaller platform 16Chan (Comerford, 2021). 4Chan itself emphasizes true anonymity on the
platform (“4chan is a simple, image-based bulletin board where any one can anonymously
post comments and share images” (via DuckDuckgo.com, September 17, 2021), 8kun pronounced the usability (“On 8kun, you can create your own image board for free, without
needing any experience or programming knowledge” (8kun, September 8, 2021)).
The reach of both chans lag far behind the popular discussion platform Reddit. While Reddit
had 1.74 billion monthly users worldwide in 2020, 4Chan had just 4.82 million and 8Kun only
27.198. Fringe communities are thus the least used type of social media in our study.
Regarding injunctive norms, both chans emphasize that dark participation is welcome on
their platforms. 4Chan does have terms of service, but it mainly points out that racist and
pornographic content is allowed on certain boards only and that posting personal information (“doxing”) and calling for invasion (“raiding”) of boards is not allowed. In addition, it
is noted that complaints about 4Chan may result in de-platforming. When entering boards,
one is warned that the content is only suitable for adults. 8Kun states only one rule: no illegal content based on US-law. Both services claim to cooperate with law enforcement.
The chans are the only fully anonymous services in our study since they can be used without
registration and most users do not have a profile. Even though individual users can start
threads and others then respond to these posts, the relationships are not hierarchical in the
sense of an influencer-follower relationship. By reading a thread on the board, single posts
are often published by “anonymous.” Therewith, the posts leave the impression of an overall
chan-discourse more than a conversation between distinct individuals. References to other
posts are made via post ids not via nicknames. Consequentially, the SIDE-Model would predict a high orientation towards the descriptive norms in the respective boards.
Studies emphasize that it is often difficult for outsider to distinguish between the (very) dark
humor around which 4Chan was built (Phillips 2012) and terrorist content such as that of the
Christchurch perpetrator still celebrated on the platform (Comerford 2021). It should also be
emphasized that humor can be used in a strategic manner to “mainstream” hateful ideologies (Askanius 2021; Schmitt et al. 2020; Schwarzenegger & Wagner 2018). Clearly, hateful
content is more prevalent on the chans than on other social media (Zannettou, Caulfield et
al. 2018); moreover, image boards play a central role in the “birth” of political memes (Crawford et al. 2021). Studies report posts that encourage others to see themselves not only as
digital activists, but as “survivors” and “soldiers” (Elley 2021). With roughly one quarter of
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posts being hateful, 4Chan thereby was slightly more moderate than 8Chan, where one-third
of all posts were classified as hate speech in a comparative study (Rieger et al. 2021).
Regarding the technological affordances, chan users see the content of the board they entered in chronological order. Within the boards, keyword search is enabled. There is no algorithmic sorting, but popular threads are recommended. The content of the boards cannot
easily be deducted from its title. For example, the 4ChanBoard on the children’s TV-series
my little pony /mlp/ contained mainly pornographic references in December 2021.
Taken together, fringe communities provide the best opportunity structures for users’ own
dark participation. Through explicitly tolerating content otherwise considered deviant and
their complete anonymity, it is likely that users orient themselves towards the (dark) participation rules on the platform. Noteworthy, hateful behavior in one community does not
mean that corresponding behavior is found everywhere else too. Studies on Reddit show
strong differences between individual subreddits, even the same users adapted to the prevailing discourse norms depending on the board they used (Gibson 2019).
4.4

Private-First Channels

Private-first channels such as chats, but especially instant messengers are enjoying great
popularity. WhatsApp is now used by 80% of adults in Germany (Beisch & Koch 2021). Here,
we examined three competitors to WhatsApp: (1) Telegram, an app founded by Russian siblings Pavel and Nikolai Durov during their time at VKontakte. (2) Signal, an open-source app
which encrypts data end-to-end and does not store it on its own servers, designed by former
Twitter security chef Moxie Marlinspike and WhatsApp co-founder Brian Acton, and funded
by the nonprofit Signal Foundation. (3) The Swiss app Threema, which also places high value
on encryption and data protection.
All instant messengers offer functionalities beyond chatting. Particularly Telegram promotes
large-scale public channels. The messenger advertises “group chats with up to 200,000 people” and offers channels where thousands of people can be reached. Telegram combines
these features in its self-presentation with other features that might be attractive for those
fearing persecution: “end-to-end encryption” and possible “self-destruction” of the messages (via DuckDuckGo, September 22, 2021). Signal and Threema also enable group communication, but both services primarily emphasize the security of communication and seem
to strive for smaller audiences. Signal, for example, describes itself as “a messaging app for
simple private communication with friends. Signal uses your phone’s data connection [...] to
communicate securely [...] and can also encrypt the saved messages on your phone” (via
https://github.com/signalapp, October 6, 2021). Threema promotes its business offering as a
“secure and privacy-compliant messaging solution” (via DuckDuckgo.com, September 15,
2021).
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Both Signal and Telegram are widely used in Germany: In 2021, 3.31 million people used Telegram and 3.41 million Signal daily. This is about 10 times less than WhatsApp users (32.14
million), but significantly more than Threema users (584.460).
Regarding injunctive norms, Threema states that it cooperates with law enforcement agencies. Signal does not make any announcements. Telegram states that it considers all private
and group chats to be private and does not act against illegal content. It also explicitly denies
cooperation with law enforcement. Yet, Telegram does allow its users to report channels,
bots, and stickers as illegal or fraudulent. However, it remains unclear whether and how Telegram reacts to these reports. In 2021, the channels of infamous German conspiracy ideologue Attila Hildmann were blocked on Google and Apple-based Telegram apps. However, it
remained unclear who was ultimately responsible for the blocking, Telegram itself or the
larger stores (for media coverage, see sede & guth 2021).
Anonymity varied between the three instant messengers. Telegram required a phone number, whereas Threema could be used with the help of an anonymous so-called Threema ID.
Signal required a phone number, but a (potentially inactive) landline number could also be
entered. On the platforms themselves, users were identified via nickname, partially via profile image and their phone number.
Our scoping review identified several examinations of dark participation and extremism on
Telegram. Different studies examined Islamic extremist activity on the platform, particularly
during the most active period of the self-declared “Islamic State in Iraq and Syria” (ISIS or
daesh) (Bloom et al. 2017; Clifford 2018; Inquirer 2016; Prucha 2015; Yayla & Speckhard
2017). When Telegram removed official ISIS-channels, it was considered to be a very successful disruption (Amarasingam et al. 2021). Yet, other extremists such as other Islamic extremists or right-wing extremists still find a “safe space to hate” (Guhl & Davey 2020, p. 1)
and host multiple channels on the platform (Urman & Katz 2020; Walther & McCoy 2021).
Since the outbreak of the Corona Crisis, extremist conspiracy believers have also been using
Telegram increasingly (Holzer 2021; Hoseini et al. 2021). Telegram has also been found to
enable drug trafficking and pornography (Jünger & Gärtner 2020). Studies on dark participation on Signal or Threema could not be identified.
All instant messengers displayed messages sorted by sender, group, or (Telegram) channel.
There is no algorithmic recommendation. Getting in contact via instant messengers usually
depends on knowing that persons contact details. On Telegram, users can search for groups
or channels and join them with a single click. Telegram groups thus potentially allow for contact with so-far unknown others. Within the groups, messengers are particularly good in fostering interpersonal exchange and intragroup communication. None of the messengers offered targeting of specific user groups. Telegram also allowed parasocial relationships with
channel owners.
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Taken together, Telegram stood out among the instant messengers due to the high convergence between private and public communication channels and the explicit combination between privacy-oriented features with features for group and even mass communication. This
raises the question how specific functionalities can be regulated in a more nuanced manner
while preserving privacy protection in private first channels at scale.
5

Discussion

Social media have become intertwined with our everyday lives. This offers new opportunity
structures for democratic participation, but also for “dark participation,” the abuse of digital
communication technologies for manipulative purposes (Quandt 2018), for instance through
extremists (Rieger et al. 2020). Dark social media has been described as home base for dark
participation. However, beyond the description of single cases it often remains unclear what
exactly is meant by dark social media, what types of dark social media exist, how frequent
dark participation is on which type of (dark) social media and what implications the surge of
dark social has for extremism and thus for extremism prevention. The current paper contributes to filling this gap.
We discussed how regulatory attempts such as the German network enforcement act
(NetzDG) motivated large-scale social media to moderate dark participation more harshly
and therewith contributed to the success of dark social media with a similar variety of genres
as far-reaching tech-giants. We defined dark social media as offerings that differ from mainstream social media either regarding the establishment of specific communication norms,
what we labelled alternative social media, or by the original privacy of the content, what we
termed dark channels. We analyzed four distinct types of dark social media: Three were alternative social media (1) Social counter-media, that orient themselves in functionality or design towards specific mainstream offerings while positioning themselves as a “safe haven”
for those who feel ostracized by this mainstream. (2) Context-bound alternative social media
which resemble the more familiar applications in functionality or design but often originate
from non-US markets and thus orient towards other regulatory frameworks. (3) Fringe communities that do neither aim at imitating mainstream social media nor pleasing a mainstream audience but instead address specific subcultures. The last one were dark channels,
namely (4) private-first channels, such as instant messengers, that were often founded with
the attempt to mediate interpersonal, private communication.
Relying on the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991), we suggested that the self-positioning of social media (e.g., as social counter-medium or fringe community) attracts users with
matching attitudes. Further, we argued that injunctive norms postulated by the platforms
but also the descriptive norms through the observation of others’ behaviors on said platform
(e.g., the share of dark participation) would shape users’ behavior on that platform. Relying
on the SIDE-Model (Postmes et al. 1998), we expected that particularly pseudonymity on the
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platform would motivate an orientation on the descriptive norms on that platform. Finally,
we suggested that the technological affordances of a given application (e.g., the use of recommendation algorithms) would shape concrete behavior in said context.
With the help of a detailed platform analysis of both mainstream and dark social media in
Germany, as well as a scoping review on extremism and (dark) social media, we described
the different types of dark social media as opportunity structures for extremism. The analyses showed that the social counter-media Gab, Bitchute, and DLive offered new opportunity structures for extremist ideologues to disseminate propaganda, conspiracy theories,
or hate speech, and allowed their sympathizers to consume or redistribute corresponding
content (dark reception, so to speak). Due to the high level of pseudonymity, conformity to
the descriptive norms shaped by dark participation was likely to influence new users too.
Fringe communities such as 4Chan and 8Kun were less suited to “preach” one’s deviant
worldview than social counter-media. However, through their high level of anonymity and
explicit toleration of deviant content including gore violence, they provided ideal opportunity structures for own dark participation (and other behavior consistent with the displayed rules on the respective board). Noteworthy, the user base of fringe communities is
small.
Slightly differentially, context-bound alternative social media do address a more mainstream
audience and have a much larger reach than platforms staging themselves as “safe haven”
for deviant positions. Although context-bound alternative social media also host dark participation and even extremism it remains unclear whether the share of problematic content differs from the share observed on more prominent US-based platforms. Noteworthy, both investigated platforms, VKontakte and TikTok, seem to have increasingly close ties to their respective governments in Russia and China that might influence their activities in the future
even more. Overall, context-bound alternative news offered more-or-less the same opportunity structures for extremism as their more famous counterparts.
At the time of data collection, private-first channels such as instant messengers were the
most prominent social media applications in Germany. Our examination of Telegram, Signal,
and Threema showed that all three promoted privacy-oriented, secure interpersonal communication. However, particularly Telegram combined these features with a technical infrastructure clearly striving for large-scale group and even mass communication. Telegram furthermore declined cooperation with state-authorities and promoted a high number of features that might be of interest for extremists. Particularly public Telegram channels have
been described as safe haven for extremists and terrorists since the most active period of
the self-declares ‘Islamic state’ and although many official ISIS-channels have been banned
since, extremists with various ideological stances still thrive on the platform. The convergence of public and private channels on Telegram is high, potentially allowing extremists to
gain new followers and immediately lure them into group-conversations or intimate private
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chats on the same platform. Overall, private-first channels are likely particularly suited to enable intragroup and interpersonal exchange.
Our study had several meaningful theoretical implications. First, the consideration of digital
technologies as opportunity structures has been proven useful. Using a broad lens to examine the interplay of regulatory attempts, social media genre and type and how that interacts
with factors shaping individual behavior provided a coherent picture of the changing digital
realm. Second, the theory of planned behavior provided a helpful lens through which social
media as socio-technological systems can be understood. Different social media invite different types of users through their self-positioning, they enforce different norms through their
terms of services/netiquette and through their concrete moderation action and cooperation
with law enforcement. Finally, different genres of social media, as blurry as the borders between these genres can be, provide distinct technological affordances that allow for distinct
types of actions. Most plausible, considering the interplay between these different levels allows more precise estimates on how extremists might use a specific social medium, where
dark participation might flourish and thus also provide meaningful starting points for prevention.
Notwithstanding, our study had several limitations that must be considered. First, we focused only on a small selection of dark social media. Although our platform analysis covered
different theoretically meaningful types of dark social media, future research expanding our
work and providing a more dynamic monitoring of the rapid changing social media landscape
is needed. In a related vein, we took a very euro-centric perspective in this paper. What is
considered alternative in Germany must by no means be alternative in another context such
as the global east or south. Consequentially, comparative research that tries to understand
how platforms emerge in different systems and carter to different audiences is needed to
provide a more balanced picture of our globalized digital world.
We did not measure dark participation on the examined platforms directly but used a scoping review of prior work to gauge the prevalence of deviant content. Due to different definitions and methodological approaches this approach is inevitably very broad and limited. Although we did find some comparative work allowing us to induct the relative share of dark
participation on different types and genres of dark social media, future research using transparent, uniform frameworks comparing multiple genres and types of social media is needed
for reliable conclusions. Relatedly, we did not test the effects of using different platforms
(neither did we find studies who did so). It is thus currently not empirically justified to draw
conclusions about the effects dark social media use has on radicalization and extremism.
However, there is work showing that the exposure to hate speech, particularly over time,
can impair intergroup relations (Bilewicz & Soral 2020; Ziegele et al. 2018), and that consuming conspiracy theories can diminish trust in democratic institutions (Einstein & Glick 2015;
Kim & Cao 2016; Pummerer et al. 2021), reduce the willingness for democratic participation
(Jolley & Douglas 2014) and the acceptance of non-normative and violent collective action
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(Lamberty & Leiser 2019). Here we summarized evidence showing that some types of alternative social media thrive on this kind of content.
Our study also had some meaningful practical implications. First, a successful strategy
against extremism in the digital realm must take the constant shift in digital opportunity
structures into account and ensure that regulations account for the emergence of new opportunity structures. Second, social norms play a crucial role for human behavior. Thus, socio-technological systems should provide ideal opportunity structures for democratic participation by design. Further, in times of our high-choice media environment (Van Aelst et al.
2017), regulations of single platforms likely motivate a “whack-a-mole” game in which media
users seeking dark participation turn towards social counter-media and fringe communities
because their needs are satisfied in these spaces. Finally, prevention actors targeting a mainstream audience likely find their audience on mainstream or context-bound alternative social media (for detailed discussion, see Frischlich et al. 2022). In contrast, those aiming at a
monitoring of dark participants and extremists might also need to examine alternative social
media closely.
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